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BMD’s Tropic 14
Introducing another very ‘do-able’ Mark Bowdidge DIY Project just about anybody
can afford - and what a ripper, all-round fishing family boat comes out of the garage
in just a couple of month’s time!

o matter what
species of fish
you’re chasing, with the
Tropic 14, you’re
hooked. Whether you’re
river/ lake or estuary
fishing or just having
fun, the Tropic 14 is in a
class of its own.
Easy on the pocket and
packed with features, the
Tropic 14 is an ideal mid
size family / multi-species
fishing boat. The heart and
soul of the Tropic 14,
although engineered for
exceptional beam to beam
stability in the most
demanding conditions, her
modified-V hull (not flat
bottom) and flared bow
design creates a super dry
ride. But the real beauty of
the Tropic 14 is its wide

on fishing. And, for the
fisherman who wants a
serious boat that delivers
the absolute best in safety,
reliability, and angling
adventure…think Tropic
14, and follow your
dreams.
The rest is up to you!
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beam, shallow draft,
maximum fishable cockpit
space, casting platform,
and a ton of storage,
designed for the tough
demands of fishing or
family excursions.
With her enhanced style
and function, the Tropic 14
lines are easily
distinguished from any
other boat, even at a
glance. While the Tropic
14 is packed with features,
the rest is only limited by

your imagination. Add
more seats, increase the
size of the casting
platform, add a rear
platform, under floor
storage, it’s up to you.
That’s the power of
imagination.
So whether you’re
standing on the gunnel or
leaning on the throttle, the
Tropic 14 provides the
manouvrability and finesse
of shallow flats angling for
those with a serious focus

Performance
Freed of the constraints
of an assembly line, BMD
designs lightweight,
rigorously-engineered
boats that deliver speeds
in the 25+ knot range, with
emphasis on safety and
ride.
This speed capability
gives you the time and
flexibility to do more
boating, more fishing, not
to mention the pride that

